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Abstract

This thesis investigates a specific type of judgments, answerability judgments, that is the judgment if anyone can provide a correct answer to a particular question. Answerability judgments are important since they may affect other important decisions regarding e.g., climate change and medical and legal decision making. Four studies were performed’ Study I compared participants’ ratings of the answerability of three types of general knowledge questions. Both current answerability (whether the question was currently answerable by someone) and future answerability (whether the question could be answered in the future) were measured. Study II compared pairs and individuals on answerability judgments on general knowledge questions. Study III investigated judgments on whether ‘I’, ‘somebody else’, or ‘nobody’ could answer general knowledge questions. In Study IV answerability judgments on the colours of an ambiguous viral photograph, The Dress, were investigated. Self-report measures of individual differences were also conducted in Studies I, III, and IV. The results from the studies suggest that social influence is important when judging question answerability. Data suggest that people often judge answerability in line with their beliefs about what most relevant others believe. This is called the consensus effect. However, individual differences also explained variation in answerability judgments especially when consensus about the question’s answerability was lacking. People with higher scores on certainty beliefs, mankind’s knowledge, mankind’s efficacy, and preference for default processing, more often rated general knowledge questions as being more answerable. On the other hand, higher scores on personal optimism and need for cognition was associated with more choices of ‘nobody can answer’. Questions that were considered more answerable today were also often judged to be possible to answer in a closer future suggesting that judgments of answerability may include judgments of psychological distance. Furthermore, the result suggests that a feeling of higher answerability can be created, through contextual associations, even when it is unlikely that somebody can come up with an answer. Lack of consensus was associated with lower answerability judgments.
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